
For further information
June Denise Haines:

Tel: (Spain) + 34 977 816400
Mob: (Spain) + 34 670 293833 

Natalia:
Mob: (Spain) + 34 696 096825

International Dialling Access Codes:
From Europe dial 00 in place of +

From USA dial 011 in place of +
If phoning from outside Europe or USA please consult your
 telephone directory for international dialling access codes.

Directions to meeting point from Barcelona Airport about 1 hours drive.

Don’t forget to give us a call when you’re about to leave the airport.
We would also appreciate if you could let us know the colour and make of car you have.
Small change ready for the toll booths approx 12 euros to Tarragona
When you leave the airport take the route signposted Barcelona, this is a motorway std road and yes 
they drive quickly especially the taxi’s. The road is clearly marked with mostly overhead signs, 
look for blue signs marked Tarragona/Sitges the route number is C16 it also says Sitges via tunnels.
Follow this route without deviation, you will pass through a series of tunnels to the first tollbooth 
(peage). Next you will pass by the exits for Sitges, from there on the signposts will say 
Tarragona/Valencia. After a while you will arrive at the second tollbooth at Cunit, Another toll 
comes very shortly afterwards. 
When you pass through be very diligent as the road splits immediately, take the route marked 
Tarragona/Valencia the road number now changes to AP-7 autopista. The next and last toll is 
Tarragona, stay on the autopista and pass through the tollbooth direction Valencia/Castellon. 
Follow the route past the first exit marked Reus, take the next exit marked Salou. Follow the road to 
Salou which is clearly marked, but be careful as there are several twists and turns, should you take 
the wrong route it is difficult and disorientating to turn around. When you arrive at the outskirts of 
Salou there is a new very large roundabout, with old olive trees and flowers in the centre of it. At 
this roundabout take the first turning right, drive for about one hundred meters and park in the 
inside lane someone will meet you at this point and take you on to the apartment which is only a 
few minutes away. If you have any problems on route or are delayed in any way please ring the 
above number to inform us of the new time of arrival, thank you and have a pleasant trip. 


